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HISTORICAL, BIBLIOLOGICAL AND HISTORIOGRAPHYCAL
ASPECTS OF RESEARCH WORK OF SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY OF LNAU
Summary

In the article history of agrarian studios is reflectes in Dublany of the second
half of XIX – to beginning of XXI of centuries. It is analysed the over 10 scientific
and certificate editions, sanctified to the problems of forming and development of
scientific and education establishments in Dublany, that went out printing for years
independence of Ukraine.
A historical and book analysis is carried out 7500 documents of Fund of foreign
books and rare editions. In a collaboration with Institute of history of agrarian
science, education and technique of NNSGB NAAN researcz work was condced by
preparation of bibliographic pointers, scientific descriptions, catalogues, publications
in scientific collections. Biobibliographic editions of scientists-agrarians of university
are described by: I. Shuvar, V. Lyhochvor, S. Onys’ko, M. Stupen’, V. Lopushniak.
Basic this performances are reflected in the bibliographic series of NNSGB NAAN.
Thus, a more or less complete historiography review is first carried out over as
ten scientific and certificate editions, prepared in the last decades by the scientists of
LNAU, that objectively recreate becoming and development of agrarias science and
education in Dublany of the second haff XIX – XXI of centuries. Biobibliographic

editions of scientists of LNAU (more than 15 person) became an original analysis
them scientific and research and pedagogical activity, what will assist the reflection
of ponderable acguisitions of agrarian education and science of XX – XXI of century
both in a home and in world context.
Results of historical and books researches of Fund of books rare editions of the
Scientific library of LNAU conducted by preparation of bibliographic manuals,
history and books editions, stowage of scientific descriptions and cataloues,
publications of results of researches in professional collections.
Taking in to account the large historical and cultural value of Fund of foreign
editions of XVIII – beginning XX of century for objective illumination of history of
European agrarian education and science the library of LNAU provides introduction
of him beginning of XX of century and his value to active scientific turnover.
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